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Good afternoon, Clare 

I have prepared a fresh bundle, to including the additional documents you wanted to be 
included. 

I have repaginated the bundle by hand and whited out the copier numbers afterwards. 

In doing so, I have ensured that documents from the original bundle are there (there 
are two 155s: 155 and 155.1, admittedly). 

The original ’working bundle’ or the documents you asked to be included have not been 
touched and remain with your original bundle. 

Can I ask you to review your report and insert the page references in the report and in 
the schedule. If you’re happy for me to do this I will. 

If you want the documents to be re-ordered or certain documents to be extracted (such 
as the opinion to the PPC) please let me know. 

So you have an idea, the bundle as it will appear before the PPC (only) will be as 
follows: 

Frontsheet: reg.s details, previous consideration details and list of the documents 
attached 

Section A: the allegations put to each practitioner (eg. Section A 1 of 7, Section A 2 
of 7) 

Section B: report from the in house legal team 

Section C: schedule supporting the report 

The body of the bundle will then begin from page 1 - 343 

References obtained by the NMC for each registrant will then appear afterwards (from 
page 343) and be listed on the front sheet. 

I am not in the office tomorrow but working from home. I will be back on Monday. I 
understand that you’ve freed up your diary to concentrate on reviews but I would value 
the opportunity to meet. 

I am going to return the origina bundle and revised one in the library. 

Thanks 


